
School Council Friday 22nd March - Minutes

Present: Kyon, Oli Rosie, Jack & Ace Tegan & Destiny,

David & Fergus, Ky-Shawn, and Grace

Apologies: several students were unable to attend today.

Claire and Yvonne sent their apologies

Sarah (Mrs Strudley) welcomed everyone to the meeting

Classes were asked to come to the meeting with an update

of how their class projects are going:



Primary

Oli told the group what has been happening in the

Primary School. The Primary School want to raise some money for

their new playground. They have had lots of good ideas as to

how they can do this.

Before Easter Sky Class are arranging a Talent Show

to raise some money for new bikes - Good Luck Sky

Class!



Sutton Class

Sutton want to come up with a rota to play with their

friends in Palmer Class. Emily was at the meeting and she

said that she will speak to Mrs Canham to come up with a plan

Sutton Class would also like to be mentors to some of the

younger pupils. Ace and Jack will speak to Mrs Hunt

and Mrs Simmonds about this.



Palmer Class

Palmer Class wanted some music for their playground. They

have spoken to Mrs Hunt and Mrs Simmonds and they have

some money to get some outside speakers after the

Easter holidays.

Anything else?

Fletcher Class have a new teacher, Mrs Ross, as Mrs Yates

is having a baby



Sutton Class said that their lockers are often left open. The

meeting suggested that they asked their teacher to ask Phil to

come and mend any broken locks. Ace and Jack were

said they would also draw a poster to go on the wall.

Columbus Class had some concerns about school dinners. Grace

agreed that she would speak to Anna about this. They also

wanted to go on more off site trips.

Sulham Class told us about their outside doorbell which



is working well and means pupils are able to ask to come

inside when they need to, without waiting for an adult.

Fletcher Class would like more equipment on the playground

and an outside water fountain.

Sarah thanked everyone for coming to the meeting


